Uptown Oakland Archaeological Pre-Testing

Summary Report as of January 13, 2006

Developer: Uptown Housing Partners, LP  
Consultant: Archeo-tec, Inc.

December 15, 2005 (Parcel 1)  
A scatter of late 19th and early 20th century artifacts were found, none of which are related to the Chinatown. Nothing found that warrants a Test Evaluation Program.

December 16, 2005 (Parcel 1)  
A large, relatively intact fragment of a concrete foundation that appears to be from a building believed to be erected between 1902 and 1912. No artifacts associated with the concrete foundation remnant were located. Nothing found that warrants a Test Evaluation Program.

January 9, 2006 (Parcel 1)  
One brick feature found looks like early 20th century found. It has been mapped and fully documented. Small deposit of Euro and Chinese artifacts behind Chef Edwards were found. The Chinese artifacts are as follows: 1-fragment from a porcelain tea cup- white with hand painted orange characters, 4-aqua medicinal vials, and 1-fragment of a brownware food storage container. Nothing found today warrants a Test Evaluation Program- but full analysis and write-up is recommended for the artifacts sampled.

January 11, 2006 (Parcel 3)  
Encountered a portion of a brick and concrete foundation; however it does not warrant a Test Evaluation Program.

January 12, 2006 (Parcel 3)  
No features were discovered today.